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ABSTRACT 
An S-mark is an m x (m + 1) real matrix A such that for each matrix d of the 
same sign pattern as A, d’s columns are the vertices of an m-simplex in Rgm that has 
the origin in its interior. An S*-matrix is one that can be made into an S-matrix by 
replacing some columns with their negatives. Such matrices are of interest because of 
their fundamental role in the study of sign solvability. New results on the recursive 
structure of these classes of matrices are presented here, and are used as the basis of 
algorithms of time complexity O(m’) for recognizing members of the classes and for 
testing the strong sign solvability of linear systems. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A real matrix A is a function on Z X J to Iw , where the sets I and J of row 
indices and column indices are usually assumed to be { 1,. . . , m } and 
{I,..., n }. In the present paper, it is convenient to allow Z and J to be 
arbitrary nonempty finite sets, and that is emphasized by writing A( i, j) 
rather than a i j for the appropriate entry of A, using a i j only when the sets Z 
and .Z are initial segments of positive integers. Our attention is restricted to 
matrices A : Z X J + Iw that have no row in which all entries are 0, so that for 
each i E Z there is a j E J for which A( i, j) # 0. 
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For each A: I X J + Iw, Q(A) denotes the set of all matrices 
A : Z x J + 88 that have the same sign pattern as A, so that sgn A(i, j) = 
sgn A(i, j) for all (i, j) E Z X J. The set of all sign patterns of nontrivial 
members of the m&paces of the various members of Q(A) is denoted by 
Z(A). Thus Z(A) is the set of all column vectors z: J + { - IO, + l} that 
have at least one nunzero entry and satisfy any of the following three 
equivalent conditions: 
there exist A E Q(A) and x E Q(z) such that AX = 0; 
there exists A E Q(A) such that AZ = 0; 
for each i E I, the set { A(i, j)z(j): j E Z} is equal to (0) or has both 
negative and positive members. 
A ma!-ix A is an Lrnuttix if Z(A) is empty or, equivalently, each 
member A : Z X J + R of Q(A) has linearly independent columns and hence 
is of rank ]J]. The matrix A is an Snutrix if Z(A) consists of the two 
constant functions - 1 and + 1 on J, and an S *-matrix if Z(A) is of the form 
{ - z, z} for some z: J-+ { - 1, +l}. Thus each S*-matrix can be obtained 
from an Smatrix A by reversing all nonzero signs in certain columns of A. 
When no row of A is zero, A is an Smatrix if and only if ]_Z] = ]I I + 1 and for 
each d E Q(A), the columns of A are the vertices of an III-simplex in R 1’1 
that has the origin in its interior. (See [5] for a discussion of this.) 
The above matrix notions are of interest because of their essential roles in 
the study of sign solvability, which can be traced in a general way to the 1947 
book of Samuelson [14] and more specifically to papers of Lancaster [7-lo], 
Gorman [2], and Bassett, Maybee, and Quirk [l] in the 1960s. Interest in sign 
solvability has recently been revived by Maybee [12] and pursued also by 
others. A linear system 
Ar+b=O 0) 
is said to be sign-solvable if there exists a column vector x such that for each 
A E Q(A) and each 6 E Q(b), the system 
is solvable and all of its solutions r belong to Q(x). (This implies that there is 
a unique solution r for each A and 6.) The system (1) is strongly sign-solv- 
able if the X in question has all nonzero entries. It is easily seen that if no row 
of the system (t) is identically zero, then (t) is strongly sign-solvable if and 
only if the matrix formed by appending the column b to A is an S*-matrix; 
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and all entries of X are positive if and only if that matrix is an Smatrix. Since 
the role of b here is the same as that of columns of A, it seems preferable to 
deal explicitly with S *-matrices and Smatrices rather than with strong sign 
solvability and positive sign solvability. 
As is noted by Manber [ 111, the study of sign solvability can be reduced 
to the study of Lmatrices and the study of S*-matrices (or Smatrices). The 
present paper establishes new results on the recursive structure of the class of 
all S *-matrices and the class of all Smatrices, and shows that the property of 
being an Smatrix is strikingly sensitive to the signs of the nonzero entries. It 
is shown also that if f(A) is the number of nonzero entries of an m x (m + 1) 
S *-matrix A, then 
m(m+3) 
2m<f(A)< 2 
and both bounds are sharp. 
The new results form the basis of algorithms of time complexity 
0( m2) for recognizing S-matrices, S *-matrices, and strong sign solvability. 
These algorithms compare favorably with the exponential-time algorithm of 
Lancaster [9] and the polynomial-time algorithms of Hansen [3], Manber [11], 
and S. Maybee [13]. The computational advantage of the new algorithms is 
due to the fact that they operate directly on the presented sign pattern 
without requiring a preliminary reduction to the standard form of Bassett, 
Maybee, and Quirk [l]. 
1. RECURSIVE STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN MATRICES 
One of our main tools is the following lemma, conjectured by Gorman [2] 
and proved in [6]. 
LEMMA 1.1. In each S*-matrix there is at least one row that has 
precisely two nonzero entries. 
(Corollary 2.2 of [6] makes the equivalent assertion that in each Smatrix 
there is a row that has a single positive entry and a single negative entry.) 
Two vectors u and w defined over the same index-set are said to be 
weakly conform& (weakly anticonformd) if for each index i, v(i)w(i) 2 0 
(u(i)w(i) < 0); that is, the entries u(i) and w(i) are of the same (oppo- 
site) sign whenever neither is 0. 
Our second main tool is Lemma 1.2 below. To understand this lemma, it 
may help to think of the matrix B as being formed from the matrix A as 
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follows: first discard row T, column c, and column d of A, thus obtaining an 
(IZl - l)X(lJI - 2) matrix B’; then form Z3 by appending to B’ a column 
that becomes the column c of Z? and is related, in ways to be specified, to 
both column c and column d of A. It will also help initially to ignore all the 
parenthetical expressions in the lemma-those of the form ( . . . ). Omit 
those expressions in a first reading of the lemma and then, in a second 
reading, use each of those expressions to replace the one that immediately 
precedes it. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that 
Suppose that the matrix 
)I/ > 2, I.ZI > 2, r E I, and c, d E J with c # d. 
A:ZxJ-*R 
issuchthatA(r,c)#OandA(r,d)#O, butA(r,j)=OfiraZZj~J\{c,d}. 
Suppose that the matrix 
is such that B(i, j) = A(i, j) for all (i, j) E dmn B with j f c. 
Let T denote the set of all column vectors 
t:./\(d) + { -l,O,+l} 
with t(c) = + 1, and let T’ denote the set of all t E T such that t is the 
restriction of some u E Z(A) with u(d) = + 1 ( - 1). Then T n Z(B) c T’ 
if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) A(r, c) and A(r,d) are of opposite (the same) sign; 
(b) for each i E I\{ r}, B(i, c) = 0 implies 
A(i,c) =O=A(i,d); 
(c) for each i E I\{ r}, B(i, c) # 0 implies 
sgnB(i,c) =sgnA(i,c) OT sgnZ?(i,c) =sgnA(i,d) 
(sgnB(i,c)=sgnA(i,c) or sgnB(i,c)= -sgnA(i,d)). 
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Further, T n Z(B) = T’ if, in addition to (a), (b) and (c), it is t7ue that 
(d) the column vectors 
are weakly conformul (weakly anticonfonnal). 
Proof. We consider only the case in which A( r, c) > 0 > A( r, d ), because 
similar arguments handle the other three possibilities for the signs of A(T, c) 
and A(r, d). Though Lemma 1.2 will be used for general Z and J, in proving 
it we assume without loss of generality that 
Z= {l,...,m}, I= {l,...,n}, r=m , c=n-1, d=n, 
and we use conventional matrix notation with 
A=[aij] (l<iQm, l<jgn) 
and 
B= [hii] (lgi<m, ldj<n). 
Now co_nsider an arbitrary vector t E T n Z(B) and matrix 8 E Q(B) 
such that Bt = 0. Define a column vector x of length n by setting 
xj=tj for l<j<n, 
a?n(n-l) 
and x,= -~ 
a * m” 
Then X, > 0 because we are assuming a,(,_,) > 0 > urn”, andC;=la,jxj = 0 
because x,_ r = 1 and amj = 0 for 1 Q j < n - 1. Under hypotheses (b) and 
(c), it is possible-as shown in the next paragraph-to define an (m - 1) X 2 
matrix 
[Hij] (l<i<m, n-l<jdn) 
SO that if A is the matrix obtained from A by replacing aij with iiij for these 
(i, j), then A E Q(A) and x belongs to the m&pace of A. This implies that 
t E T’ and establishes the first claim of Lemma 1.2. 
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It will suffice to define diCn_ij E Q(aic,_i,) and C,, E Q(ai,) so that for 
l<i<m, 
This is equivalent to the requirement that 




t n-l X,-l a mn 
9=-=-= -p>o. 
X” X” am(“vl) 
When bi(n-l) = 0, it follows from condition (b) that we may set 
‘i(n-1) = zi, = 0. 
When the number biCn_iJ is not 0 it must [by condition (c)] agree in sign 
with a,, or with aiCn_ij (or with both). In the first case, let ?liCn_rj be a 
member of Q(aic,_ i)) sufficiently close to 0 and use (1) to define iii,. In the 
second case, let 5 in be a member of Q(ai,) sufficiently close to 0, and define 
ci(n-i) by (2). 
It remains to show that if conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d) are all satisfied, 
and t E I”, then t’ E T I-I Z(B). By definition of T’, there exist a column 
vector u of length n and a matrix A E Q(A) such that AU = 0, U, = + 1, 
and 
Uj=tjE { -1,0,+1} for l<j<n. 
From the assumption that all but two entries in A’s mth row are 0, and 
%l(n-l)‘O’%Ln~ it follows that u,_ i > 0. Now define a column vector 6 of 
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length m - 1 by setting 
~~~a~(~-~~U~-~+a~~U~ for lgi<m, 
and form the matrix fi by replacing the last column of B with E. Then t 
belongs to the m&pace of B, and it follows with the aid of (b), (c), and (d) 
that B E Q(B). H ence t E T I’I Z(B), and the proof of Lemma 1.2 is com- 
plete. n 
LEMMA 1.3. With A and B as in Lemma 1.2, suppose that (b) and (c) 
hold and, in addition, that lJ[= ]I]+1 andA(r,c) > 0 > A(r,d). ZfA is an 
S-matrix, then so is B. Zf the column vectors 
are weakly conformul and B is an S-matrix, then so is A. 
Proof. Suppose first that A is an Smatrix. Then Z(A) = { - v, v}, 
where v is the column vector of length ]J] all of whose entries are 1. Note 
that for each member z : J\{ d } + { - l,O, + l} of Z(B), it is true that 
z(c) # 0, for if z(c) were 0, then (because of the special nature of row r of 
A) z could be extended to a member of Z(A) by setting z(d) = 0. The set 
Z(B) is nonempty because B has more columns than rows, and the inclusion 
in 1.2 [T I? Z(B) C T’] implies that if z E Z(B) and z(c) = + 1 then z is the 
restriction of 0 to J\{ d }. It follows that B is an S-matrix. 
When the column vectors [A(i,c)]iEz,(T) and [A(i,d)]i,z,C,l are 
weakly conformal, the equality in Lemma 1.2 [T f~ Z(B) = T’] is valid. From 
this it follows that if B is an Smatrix then so is A. n 
We are now able to prove the following results in tandem. In Theorem 
1.6, the parenthetic expressions are used-as in Lemma 1.2-to distinguish 
between the case in which the numbers A( r, c) and A(r, d) are of opposite 
sign and the case in which they are of the same sign. 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf A is an Smutrix, then any matrix obtained by revers- 
ing the sign of a single rwnzero entry of A is not an Smutrix. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Zf A is an mX(m+l) S*-matrix, with Z(A)= 
{ -z,z} forafinctionz:{l,...,m+l} +{ -l,+l}, andthemutrixA*is 
obtained by reversing the sign of a single rwnzero entry of A, then Z( A”> # 
{ -z,z}. 
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THEOREM 1.6. Suppose that A is an m x (m + 1) matrix (with m > 2) in 
row T of which all entries are 0 except for nonzero entries in column c and 
column d. Suppose that A( r, c) and A( r, d) are of opposite (the same) sign. 
Let v and w denote the column vectors obtained j&n column c and column d 
in A by deleting row r, and form an (m - 1) X m matrix B as fohws: 
form A jhm A by deleting row r and column d of A; 
fm B fbm d by replacing column c of A with the vector v + w 
(v - w). 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is an S *-matrix; 
(ii) B is an S*-matrix and the columns v and w are weakly conformul 
(weakly anticonfnmul). 
[To specialize Theorem 1.6 to Smatrices, first require that the entries 
A(r, c) and A(r, d) be of opposite sign; then replace S * by S and end 
condition (ii) with “weakly conformal.“] 
Proof. From the relevant definitions it is almost immediate that Corol- 
lary 1.5 is indeed a corollary of Theorem 1.4, and that the general case of 
Theorem 1.6 follows from the special case (described above in parentheses) of 
Smatrices. Hence it suffices to prove Theorem 1.4 and to establish the 
Smatrix version of Theorem 1.6. In dealing with the latter, we of course 
assume that A(r, c) and A(r, d) are of opposite sign. 
It follows from Lemma 1.3 that condition (ii) implies condition (i) in 
Theorem 1.6, and also that if condition (i) holds and the columns v and w 
are weakly conformal, then the matrix B is an Smatrix. Thus it remains only 
to prove Theorem 1.4 and to show that when condition (i) of Theorem 1.6 
holds, the columns v and w are indeed weakly conformal. These two tasks 
are accomplished simultaneously by induction on m. 
To begin the induction, dispose of the case m = 2 by direct inspection, 
using the fact (from [6]) that every 2 ~3 S-matrix is equivalent, under 
(compositions of) the operations of permuting rows, permuting columns, and 
replacing rows by their negatives, to an S-matrix that has one of the following 
two sign-patterns: 
- - + -o+ 
+ - 0 + - 0 




A= [aij] (l<i<m, l<j<m+l) 
and (recalling Lemma 1.1) that 
aWj=O for lGj<m, while a,,,,,, > 0 > u~(~+~). 
(Thus, in effect, r = m = c and d = m + 1.) 
By the inductive hypothesis, there do not exist two (m - 1) X m Smatrices 
that are entrywise the same except that in a single position, one has a 
negative and the other a positive entry. This fact will be used to show 
successively that: 
(a) If A, is any matrix that is obtained from A by reversing the sign of a 
single nonzero entry in one of A’s first m - 1 columns, then A, is not an 
S-matrix. 
(b) The columns u and w are weakly conformal. 
(c) If A, is any matrix that is obtained from A by reversing the sign of a 
single nonzero entry in one of A’s last two columns, then A, is not an 
S-matrix. 
That will complete the induction and thus complete the proof of Theorems 
1.4 and 1.6. 
Proofof (a). Suppose A, is an Smatrix. Since the only entry in which A 
and A, differ is not in the last row and not in the last two columns, it is 
possible to form two (m - 1) X m matrices B and B,, both satisfying 
conditions (b) and (c) of Lemma 1.2, such that B, is obtained from B by 
reversing the sign of a single nonzero entry. It then follows from Lemma 1.3 
that B and B, are both Smatrices. This contradicts the inductive hypothesis 
and settles (a). 
Proof of (b). Suppose that the columns o and w are not weakly 
conformal. Then there is an index i < m for which the entries ai, and 
~,(~+i) of the m x(m + 1) Smatrix A = [aij] are nonzero and of opposite 
sign. Reviewing Lemma 1.3 and the above proof of (a), we see that this is 
sufficient for the construction of two (m - 1) x m Smatrices B and B, that 
agree in all entries except that in position (i, m) they have nonzero entries of 
opposite sign. Again, the inductive hypothesis is contradicted. 
Proof of (c). Suppose, finally, that A, is an Smatrix that agrees with 
the !&matrix A in all entries except for one in the last two columns, where the 
entries of A and A, are of opposite sign. Clearly the disagreement is not in 
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the last row. It follows from (b) that after the last row of A is deleted, A’s 
two last columns are weakly conformal; and the same is true of A,. Thus it 
must be the case that in the last two columns of the row in which A and A, 
have different entries, the two matrices have a 0 entry in common. It is 
therefore possible, with the aid of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, to construct two 
different (m - 1) X m S-matrices B and B, whose entries are the same except 
for having opposite signs in a single position in the mth column. Again, the 
inductive hypothesis is contradicted and the proof is complete. W 
We end this section with the following 
THEOREM 1.7. Zf A is an mx(m+l) S*-matrix and f(A) is the 




Both inequalities are sharp. 
Proof. For each m, form P, by appending a column of - l’s to an 
m X m identity matrix. Then P, is an m X (m + 1) S-matrix for which 
f( P,) = 2m. 
Now let Qr = [l - 11, and for each m < 2 form Q,,, from Q,,_i in two 
steps as follows: 
first produce QA by appending to Q,,_i a row in which all entries are 0 
except for a single 1; 
then form Q,,, by appending to Q,,_ i a column in which all entries are 
- 1. 
Then Q,,, is an m x(m + 1) Smatrix for which f(Qm) = m(m +3)/2. 





It suffices to consider the case in which A is an Smatrix. In this case, Lemma 
1.1 and Theorem 1.6 guarantee the existence of (m - 1) X m Smatrices B 
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f(B)+2<f(A)<f(B’)+m+2. 
With the aid of this fact, the stated inequalities of Theorem 1.7 follow easily 
by induction on m. n 
2. THE ALGORITHMIC RECOGNITION OF S*-MATRICES 
As was mentioned earlier, a linear system 
Ax+b=O 0) 
is strongly sign-solvable if there exists a column vector X,, all of whose entries 
are nonzero, such that for each AE Q(A) and each b E Q(b), the system 
AX + 6 = 0 is solvable and all its solutions x belong to Q(F). This is 
equivalent to requiring that the matrix formed by appending b to A be an 
S *-matrix. Of course, once a solution ? of (t) with all nonzero entries is 
known, the system can be transformed (by replacing certain columns of A 
with their negatives) into one for which all entries of the solution are positive. 
However, the process of finding X by Gaussian elimination would increase 
our complexity estimate. Instead, in addition to testing an m x (m + 1) 
matrix for the property of being an S *-matrix, the algorithm below can also 
be used to determine the sign pattern of such a solution r (if one exists). This 
sign pattern is determined step by step, as the computation progresses. 
The algorithm applies to an m X (m + 1) matrix A in which each entry is 
- 1, 0, or + 1. The symbols Z and J denote the index sets of the active rows 
and the active columns respectively, so that initially (II = m and I_ZI = m + 1. 
The basic idea is to note which active rows have only two nonzero entries, 
and by use of this information to transform the recognition problem into one 
in which the cardinalities of I and J are reduced by one. The current 
“reduced version” of A is denoted by M, and R denotes the set of all indices 
i of rows of M that are candidates for deletion by virtue of having c(i) = 2, 
where c(i) = IC(i)l and C(i) is th e set of all active column indices j for 
which M(i, j) # 0. 
The function z:J+ { -l,+l} is constructed as the computation pro- 
gresses. If A is an S *-matrix, then at the end of the computation, the domain 
of z is the entire original set of column indices; an Smatrix can then be 
obtained from the original matrix A by replacing column j of A with its 
negative whenever z( j ) = - 1. 
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In the pidgin ALGOL program below, the portion from (lb) to (Ie) merely 
counts the number c(i) of nonzero entries in row i, notes that if c(i) < 2 the 
matrix is not an S *-matrix, and adds to the set R each i for which c(i) = 2. 
The successive reductions of the matrix are carried out in the while loop that 
runs from (2b) to (2e). If, after that loop has been completed, the matrix has 
been reduced to one that has no rows, then it is an S*-matrix and is so 
declared in (3b)-(3e). 
In (2.lb)-(2.le), a member of R is chosen and the definition of the 
function z is extended. Before the extension, at most one of c and d belongs 
to dmn z. The one that belongs (if it exists) is called d; if neither belongs, one 
is arbitrarily named d and z(d) is defined as + 1. (This assures that if A is 
an S-matrix, the final output z will be the constant function + 1). The value 
of z(c) is determined by that of z(d) and by whether the numbers M( r, c) 
and M( T, d) are of the same or opposite sign. 
After the reduction of I, R, and J is effected (by deleting row r and 
column d), what remains of M is modified, in (2.2b)-(2.2e), by introducing a 
new column c that suitably amalgamates the old columns c and d. In the 
process, the old columns are tested for the necessary weak conformality or 
anticonformality, and new row indices may be added to R. 
begin 
R+dmnztempty; M+A; 
for each i E Z do 
begin 
C(i) - empty; c(i) + 0; 
for each j E J do 
if M(i, j) # 0 then begin 
C(i)+C(i)U{j}; 
c(i) + c(i)+ 1 
end; 
if c(i) < 2 then got0 Nor3 *; 
if c(i)=2then R+RU{i} 
end; 
while R is not empty do 
begin 
choose T from R; 
if C(r) intersects dmn z 
then begin 
define c and d by the conditions that 
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else hegin 
let c and d be the two members of C(r); 
z(d)+ +1 
end 
P * M(r, c)M(r, 4; 
z(c) + - w(d); 
Z+Z\{r}; R+-R\(r); 0-J\(d); 
for each i E I do 
begin 
if M(i,d) = 0 
then M(i, c) + - pM(i, C) 
else begin 
if M(i, c) = pM(i, d) 
then got0 NOTS* 
else begin 
C(i) + C(i)\{ d}; 
if M(i, c) # 0 then 
begin 
c(i) +- c(i) - 1; 
if c(i) < 2 then got0 ~0Ts *; 
if c(i) = 2 then 
R+Ru{i} 
end; 





if Z is empty 
then begin 
print “A is an S *-matrix and Z(A) consists 
of the function” z “and its negative”; 
got0 OUT; 
end; 
NOT.5 * : 









It follows from Theorem 1.6 that the above algorithm determines cor- 
rectly whether the input matrix A is an S *-matrix; and when A is indeed an 
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S *-matrix, the algorithm produces one of the two members z of Z(A). An 
inspection of the pidgin-Anoon program shows that with the aid of routine 
data structures (linked lists for Z and .Z, a stack for R, etc.), the algorithm 
admits an implementation that runs in time 0(m2). In particular, the 
deletion of a row and column (in reducing the recognition problem to a 
smaller one) requires O(m) operators and is performed m times, so the entire 
computation requires time 0( m2). 
We close with two final remarks on the algorithmic recognition of 
S *-matrices and strong sign solvability. By using the bipartite matching 
algorithm of Hopcroft and Karp [4], a linear system (1) with invertible m X m 
matrix A can be reduced to the standard form of Bassett, Maybee, and Quirk 
[l] in time 0(m’/2e), where e is the number of nonzero entries of A. Once in 
this reduced form, the system can be tested for strong sign solvability in time 
0(m2) by the method of S. Maybee [13]. This leads to a recognition 
algorithm of overall complexity 
O(max{ rrP2e, m2}). 
Since systems of interest are often sparse, the difference between this and our 
0( m2) may be unimportant from the standpoint of computational efficiency. 
However, some additional structural insight has been obtained in the present 
paper by operating directly on the presented sign pattern rather than 
working in terms of the standard form of [l]. 
Theorem 1.4 shows that in order to determine whether a given matrix is 
an S-matrix, attention must be paid to each of its nonzero entries. The best 
conceivable recognition algorithm would take full advantage of sparseness, 
recognizing an efficiently presented S-matrix A in time 
O(number of nonzero entries of A). 
It would be interesting to know whether such an algorithm exists. 
1 am indebted to Rachel Manber for some help&l comments. 
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